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From piping audio and video through the home to automatically watering the lawn, if you've got the inclination, there isn't anything that cannot be automated in your home. This complete, one-stop resource shows you how to plan and install Smart Home systems using clear, step-by-step instructions and illustrations. Discover projects for automating entertainment systems, home security systems, utilities, and more. Plus, get plenty of cost-saving tips and advice on outsourcing. Build Your Own Smart Home is the definitive, project-based guide to the skills, tools, and accessories you'll need to install and program professional-level Smart Home features in no time.

	Discover Smart Home advantages and assess needs, designs, and costs  
	Integrate and automate your home entertainment components  
	Set up lights with motion detectors, dimmers, and delays  
	Put together a phone system with smart components, design, wiring, and configuration  
	Automate kitchen and bathroom appliances  
	Enable a smart garage, outdoor lighting, and a watering system  
	Design, wire, and construct a smart security system  
	Run your entire household like clockwork around the schedule of family members  
	Tie everything together and Web-enable your home for remote monitoring and control  


About the Author

Toby J. Velte (Minneapolis, MN) Ph.D., MCSE+I, CCNA, CCDA is a technology entrepreneur. He is co-author of the best-selling Cisco: A Beginner's Guide, Windows 2000 Enterprise Networking, E-Business: A Beginner’s Guide, Optical Networking: A Beginner’s Guide, and Windows XP Professional Network Administration.  Robert C. Elsenpeter is an award winning journalist, freelance writer, and co-author of E-Business: A Beginner’s Guide, Optical Networking: A Beginner’s Guide, and Windows XP Professional Network Administration.
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Mathematics of Economics and BusinessRoutledge, 2006
Today, a firm understanding of mathematics is essential for any serious student of economics. Students of economics need nowadays several important mathematical tools. These include calculus for functions of one or several variables as well as a basic understanding of optimization with and without constraints, e.g. linear programming plays an...
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Infrastructure Public-Private Partnerships: Decision, Management and DevelopmentSpringer, 2013

	Economic development and social welfare depend on the existence of effective and efficient infrastructure systems, particularly in health, energy, transportation and water, many of which are developed and managed through Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs). However, empirical evidence suggests some pitfalls in the use of these PPP...
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Graph Algorithms and Applications 2 (No. 2)World Scientific Publishing, 2004

	This book contains Volumes 4 and 5 of the Journal of Graph Algorithms and Applications (JGAA). The first book of this series, Graph Algorithms and Applications 1, published in March 2002, contains Volumes 1-3 of JGAA.JGAA is a peer-reviewed scientific journal devoted to the publication of high-quality research papers on the analysis, design,...
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Alternative Energy DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2006
This book is for people who want to learn about diverse energy sources and technologies without taking a formal course. It can serve as a classroom supplement, tutorial aid, self-teaching guide, or home-schooling text.

As you take this course, you’ll encounter multiple-choice quizzes and a fi nal exam to help you measure your...
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With Alexander in India and Central Asia: Moving East and Back to WestOxbow Books, 2017

	Alexander conquered most parts of the Western World, but there is a great deal of controversy over his invasion of India, the least known of his campaigns. In BC 327 Alexander came to India, and tried to cross the Jhelum river for the invasion, but was then confronted by King Porus who ruled an area in what is now the Punjab. According to...
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Assessing Spirituality in a Diverse World (Religion, Spirituality and Health: A Social Scientific Approach, 6)Springer, 2020

	
		This volume addresses an important problem in social scientific research on global religions and spirituality: How to evaluate the role of diverse religious and spiritual (R/S) beliefs and practices within the rapid evolution of spiritual globalization and diversification trends. The book examines this question by bringing together a...
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